Abstract

On one hand our country is developing, touching new height, another hand society has facing problem like no one want to talk. I want to ask the question “who is the most important person of our life.” and some are killing that future MAA. Female has to face difficulties in very stage of life, increasing age does not add beauty but added problems and pressure, restrictions, to fight and win that challenges every girl should be educated.

Crime against women is increasing. Now a day’s girls are not even safe at home, father, brother, relatives are ready to play with them. Child sexual Abuse touches the rate of 53% , Means half of all child population facing, rape, sodomy, assault. Child abusers created a good image in their parents mind and do want he want. According to a report a girl child raped by her tuition teacher constantly 7 year. The same report says another girl of Mumbai raped by the men who touched the age of her grandparents (65). Now is a time to answer those who involves and who do this crime, for doing this a women must be educated.

In 2011 the child sex ratio is 914:1000 means there is a 914 girls over 1000 boys this calculation goes bigger when we compare it with 10000 boys, 100000 and 1 crore boys. As common though is that the female feticide is more than in village, backward area but you get shocked by knowing it, it is more in developed cities and developing cities. The reason of killing girls in backward area and developing area are different. In backward area, village’s girls are killing due to un-affordability of “Dowry” but in developing or developed area there are killed due to the fear of getting rape. You will shocked, our own existence shattered by knowing most of the educated people like Doctors, Chartered Accounted, Person of Indian Administrative Service, persons of Health Department has face their wife for doing sonography.
ultrasound to determine the sex and killed the feticide if it is female. By birth in the mind girl child our mother is constant feeding your husband is always right, your married life is your new world, but if this world has a problem like persecution, needle, make you’re our new worlds. If someone married life has become only the means of transaction, seal that account. Now is the time to fight for yourselves, take action for your existence, take action otherwise you will not be able to enjoy your freedom. “Beta Samjhao, Bhavisya Bachao” if mens are continuing these types of crime, there will be no women in the society. “These are no me, without she.” If no she in the society, the existence of He also in danger. In this male dominating society, there is a time to dominate male, those who play with women like their personal toys government should fix them. “Beta Samjhao, Na mane to Thappad LAgao.” When a girl raped, there reaction was ooh! Shameless people, but no one take initiative to change the scenario. This problem is not to be solved by lighting a candle or by non-volience March pass, serious action must be taken against them. In my opinion same who do crime like rape, hang till death and those people who fought for religion, a rapist does not asked your category before touching your body. So came together and support our government to take necessary and quick decision to punish that cheap people.

We must have taken required steps in this field otherwise we would not be able to answer our freedom fighters.
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INTRODUCTION

“BOJH NI MEIN BHAVISHYA HU, BETA NHI MEIN BETI HU” For existence of mankind women and men are equally contributed and also for overall development of country. On one side we worship the Goddess Durga, Laxmi on another the crime against women is constantly increasing. For that reason Government of India launched scheme like “LADLI YOGNA”. “SABLA YOGNA”, “DHAN LAXMI YOGNA” etc. But these yogna does not work well so Prime Minister of India launches “BETI BACHO BETI PADHO” with an initial funding. It is targeting the clusters in Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Uttarakhand,
Punjab, Bihar and Delhi. Sakshi Malik, bronze medalist olympics2016, was made brand ambassador for BETI BACHO BETI PADHO
The Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi, has started a Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana under the Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao scheme. Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana was launched to support this scheme as well as make it also bear essential expenses of the girl child. It is a best scheme ever as it reduces the tension of parents as well as will save the lives of present and future born girls. “BETI PADHEGI TABHI TO BADHEGI”. It is said if a woman is educated whole family is educated and whole family is educated the entire society is educated. UNICEF (United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund’) ranked India 41 among the 195 countries.

The Child Sex Ratio of India in 2011 was 943 females per 1000 of males in this we can see only the difference of 57 but problem get bigger when we compare it with lcores of males population. Just like boy child girls take birth with closed palm, she is playing like a boy, she gets hurt like a boy, she get young like a boy, she falls in love like a boy so what is the difference, the only difference is in PERCEPTION. A girl is equal to boy. If society is able to understand this there should be no need of this type of yogana. To understand this yogana deeply we have to understand why girls are killed and why they were not sending to school. According to me” The reason behind not this not a un-affordability of dowry but it is a fear of getting “RAPED”.

A 6 month girl raped by her relative in her home. Can you imagine a 6 month girl; a 6 month girl only covers the area of palm of adult. Girls are not safe even in their home. According to a report “Most of the Child Abuser are relative of the victim”. Father, brother, friend, uncle, relative are ready to play with them and control them like a poppet. What will you think have strong desire for a boy? Your answer should be un-educated people or the rural people. But you are wrong the female foeticide is more in develop or developing area rather than village, backward area and the people involve it are the Doctors, IAS, person of Health Department etc. They created pressure in their respective wives.
to perform the test like sonography, ultrasound. In rural area they are mostly killed due to un-affordability of dowry. Parents are treated then like a burden, it’s like a liability that they have to pay at any cost.

The amount of dowry is directly proportional to the qualification of the groom and his earning. If he is simple graduate his family demand not less than 2 lakh with a car, if he is engineer the demand touches at the level of 5 lakh with car, and, if he is doctor he is just like a blank cheque, you can fill any amount other party will liable to pay it. Now let us see on the other side of the coin, Why girls are not send to school? The first and foremost reason is mindset. Their mind is set as if it a girl she will perform all household work. If she is a elder sister she will also take care of younger one. The second reason should be unavailability of schools in village and the distance between homes to school. In village there is hardly two-three school and it is established very far from another. 70 million children around the world today cannot get a basic education. More than half are girls.

**Need of Education**

Educating a girl can break cycles of poverty. Girls who get an education marry later, have fewer children, earn higher wages and support healthier and more prosperous families. As we compare the life of urban women and the life of rural women, we found the women lives in big cities deals with more difficulties. Daily she has to face problem like comment, taunted someone looked her with evil eyes, touching. Ministry of Home Affairs will spent around Rs 150 crore over many scheme to assure women safety in large cities of India. The schemes have been launched to reduce the crime against women and give them equal right as men.” Crime against women increases rapidly. Rape is the most common crime against them. It finds new victim in every 10 minutes. In India rapist hold the upper hand because only 1% rapist got punishment. As we all heard “Nirbhaya” case in 2012. The whole Delhi was shocked. A 23 year old girl raped by 6 people in a private bus and died due to private injury.
The pain of rape lasts lifelong. The mentioned picture shows the pain which she facing when she was minor and its marks are still there even her is adult now.

**Masculine are hamming men**

Now it is the time to fight back.”NO MORE SILENCE AGAINST VOILENCE”. 95% of crime done by masculine. Masculine are hamming men. Every time we restrict girl child to do this, do that but we never put any restriction on our boys. Men’s are emotionally weak and they show their strength only those who are weaker than him. Boys are seemed to be protector but actually they are predator. Girls are teeing rakhi in her brother’s hand supposing to proctor her but in reality they are ready to cheat them. Men’s are digging their own grave. Directly or indirectly they are involve in killing the female, if the situation is goes like they never get married and can’t enjoy their lives. I want to ask one question for those who want beta. They wants beta and preferred female doctors for their wives, daughters, sisters and mothers.

**Problem and initiative**

In almost crime there is only involvement of two person but in killing the female foeticide three persons are involve, the person added himself is a doctor, doctor who is suppose to save life. You will shock to know the first ultrasound was done under government scheme. In 1990 India is facing problem like over-population. So scientist develop a technique called ultrasound that determine sex, because at that time everyone wants boy and a fulfill their desire they are producing girl. So it is a very
important technique for determining sex as a population control measure.
But ministry of Health Council of India opposed it and created pressure on Government of India to ban it. But that is too late till then people aware about the ultrasound technique and used it for their benefit. In the mind of girl child our mother constant feed our husband is God, but if God is greedy only for offertory break that relation. In today’s male dominating society men’s are making rules which benefited them, if man is spending whole night outside the home no one blame him or asked any question but if a women do the same more lips are saying she is character-less. Women’s are pressurized at every direction ,do not wear this, do not eat this and bla bla bla “What people say”(Log Kya Kahenge)? Their main concert is for society not for that particular girl. The reason for increasing crime against women is mindset ,we should do strong emphasis on mindset through training, sensitization, awareness raising and community mobilization .Government of India is taking many initiative as “SELFIE WITH DAUGHTER” and “MERI BETI MERA ABHIMAAN”.

In these initiative Prime Minister Of India, Shri Narendra Modi urged people to share their selfies with daughters. People from across India share their selfies by the help of social websites and it become the proud moment for all those have daughter .For increasing women education government of India take another initiative called ”REAL- DREAM”. In this girls are given chance to live one day with their respective role model as they want to become in future. Just for example if a girl wants to become doctor in future she gets a chance to live one day with doctor and feel the live challenges and opportunity so that she get motivated and try to achieved her dream.

**Suggestions**
I want to appeal from those people who will take part in hindu-muslim riots and fight over The Gita and The Quran have probably never read either book, if they do so they don’t attached with these type of activities, please do not perform these activities and join hands together
to fight for against the problem because “BETI HAI TO KAL HAI NI TO SAB KALANK HAI.” Please guys come forward and join hands to stop all these nonsense. I want to make a wish from all of you “BETI BACHO, JIVAN SAJAO, BETI PADHAO, KHUSHALI BADHO”. “If you want change, you have to be change. Please take steps I know you cannot change whole world, society but you can change one life. I also want to appeal to all the girls this is a time to push-back, because to bear a crime is a bigger crime. Be a Pressure Cooker and Whistle and if you are not whistling soon you will blast. I have one suggestion for all the girls please don’t trust anyone.

**Literature review:**

“Female feticide is a matter of deep shame & a cause of great concern. Let’s work together to remove this menace from society.” By Prime Minister of India Shri Narendra Modi on International Day of Girl Child. “According to Ministry Of Health And Family Welfare, “Our mantra should be: son and daughter are equal.” Beti bacho beti padhao scheme is true to its words. The scheme intends to improve the efficiency of services for the welfare of women and to raise awareness regarding women’s rights. Under this scheme, the government focuses on low female sex ratio in different areas in nearly 100 districts. When women are educated and aware, it leads to empowerment of women. The aim of Beti Bachao Beti Padhao scheme is to arrest the decline in girl child sex ratio and promote women’s empowerment in order to improve the women status in the country.

**According To Ministry Of Women And Child Development Beti Bacho Beti padho scheme is for:-**

- To promote the registration of pregnancies in the first trimester in Anganwadi centres;
- Undertake training of new women entrepreneurs;
- Community mobilization and sensitization;
- The participation of gender support;

Award and recognition of front-running workers and institutions.

**According to The Ministry Of Health And Family Welfare the scheme is for:-**
- Monitor the implementation of Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques Act (PCPNDT) Act, 1994
- Increase in institutional deliveries
- Registration of births
- Strengthening PNDT Cells
- Establishment of monitoring committees

According to the Ministry Of Human Resource Development the scheme is for:-
- Universal enrolment of girls
- Reducing the dropout rate among girls
- Friendly, amiable behavior with girls in schools
- To enforce Right to Education (RTE) Act
- Creating functional toilets for girls

Objective:-
- To end the discrimination between men and women.
- To ensure protection and education of girl child.
- To alleviate Crime against Women.
- To empower Women in every aspect of her life.
- To ensure the women participation in every aspect of life.

Research Methodology:-

There are many tools in RM to find the society respond about the topic such as Descriptive Research and Exploratory Research. The research which is done in it is Descriptive Research and the data collected is Secondary in nature.

- **Descriptive research** is a study designed to depict the participants in an accurate way. More simply put, descriptive research is all about describing people who take part in the study. There are three ways a researcher can go about doing a descriptive research project, and they are Observational, Case study, Survey

- **Secondary data** is the data that have been already collected by and readily available from other sources. Such data are cheaper and more quickly obtainable than the primary data and also may be available when primary data cannot be obtained at all.
Conclusion:-

This is the most important step for uplifting the women in the society because it deals with all problems related to women as education, safety. It changes the perception, now girls are equal to boys. And not only she compete them but also beat them. It also works for preventing the position for women as they deserve in society.
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